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HYBRID STUDI0 S5 

ULTRA-MODERN, MULTIFUNCTIONAL AND 
FULLY EQUIPPED STUDI0

▪ The hybrid studio is a perfect space for 
professional production of any marketing, 
advertising, publicity and training materials

STUDIO SPECIFICATION

http://files.icekrakow.pl/technical_specifications_studio.pdf


HYBRID STUDI0 S5

ANY FORMAT OF 
PRODUCTION



280 m2 with a wide 
range of 

scenography 
arrangement

5 HD studio 
cameras

multimedia 
elements using LED 

panel technology

possibility to 
produce 2 
independent 
signals 

professional 
lighting and sound 
systems

a fully equipped 
producer’s room 



∙ ADVERTISING PRODUCTIONS / PROMOTIONAL FILMS 
use the professional space to produce any TV, advertising and 
promotional material;

∙ INTERVIEWS / DEBATES / PANEL DISCUSSIONS
invite guests to the studio or connect with interviewees and 
speakers remotely;

∙ IMAGE PRODUCTIONS / CORPORATE FILMS 
prepare any communication for your employees, clients or 
business partners; the event can be shot in the studio or 
remotely connected with the speakers and interviewees and 
business partners; the event can be broadcast on any domain 
or the company intranet;
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∙ TRAINING PRODUCTIONS 
invite trainers to the studio, 
connect remotely with participants 
or broadcast training material to 
any platform or website; 

∙ REPORTAGE ASSIGNMENTS 
prepare reportage from anywhere 
in Kraków;



∙ ONLINE EVENTS 
broadcast live from our studio; conduct training with the 
possibility of communicating with participants live or choose 
the presentation form; take advantage of the complete audio-
visual setting and the option of streaming to any online 
platform or PLAY KRAKÓW VOD platform;

∙ PLAY KRAKÓW VOD PLATFORM
the full spectrum of possibilities:
∙ an event promotion page;
∙ a live streaming page;
∙ personalized branding;
∙ any transmission time;
∙ an unlimited number of participants;
∙ a paid access option;
∙ performance statistics;
∙ a chat and Q&A section.
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∙ ARTISTIC EVENTS 
record any artistic performance 
and make it available to a 
broader or selected audience;



∙ We have resources that provide comprehensive 
realization of material:

▪ the possibility to develop a script
▪ production
▪ post-production of the material: editing, sound 

design, graphic design, audio description and 
voiceover

▪ streaming to any platform or website 
(PLAY KRAKÓW VOD platform - optional).

The latest technological solutions, individually 
adapted scenography and a professional team 
guarantee the success of the realized 
materials;



Thank you!

CONTACT DETAILS

Anna Kowalska
512 512 512
anna.kowalska@k5020.pl 


